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Chapter 1631: Going out together 

On the other hand, he admired third concubine’s personality. He had played with third concubine since 

he was young and his relationship with her was deeper than his biological mother ‘s! 

Therefore, without waiting for old master Tang to express his opinion, Tang Yingzhi spoke first.””No 

matter how bad that person is, she is still my birth mother. Let her and third yiniang’s residence change. 

Elder Qing, do you think that is possible? Third concubine and I have been close since we were young. I 

will also treat her like a mother and serve her. Third concubine can prove this. ” 

Although Tang Qiqi’s words were clear, she had also told Xiaoqing that his mother and Xiao Ming’s 

positions had been swapped! Since his residence had changed, his identity had naturally changed as 

well! However, he did not kill them all. 

“I can prove that … I was the one who played with giving out when he was young. He has always loved 

and respected me …” Xiao Ming quickly said. 

“Sure.” “Then it’s settled.” Xiao Qing nodded.”You can ask Xiao Li, manager li, to contact me when 

eldest brother Tang comes.” 

“This … Elder Qing, it will be this Tang’s eightieth birthday soon. Everyone in the Tang family will attend, 

including my cousin’s branch family. So, do you think the palace Master can also attend as a member of 

the Tang family?” “How about we do the DNA test when we get there?” elder Tang asked carefully. 

“I can’t make that decision. I’ll give you an answer after I ask the palace Master.” Qing Zhu didn’t say 

anything and just wrote it down. 

“Alright, alright!” Elder Tang nodded his head happily,””Elder Qing, I’ll have to trouble you!” 

Qing Zhu waved its hand and left elder Tang’s room without a word. Then, he left … 

After hearing Qing’s words, Bing Tang pondered for a while and agreed to elder Tang’s request. First, 

she wanted to see the place where she was born, and second, she wanted to take this opportunity to go 

out. She had spent the past twenty years in the Ice Palace and had never left. The news from the outside 

was all passed on through the outer sect disciples, she had never seen it herself! 

As such, elder Tang’s suggestion moved her. It wasn’t because of elder Tang’s respect, but because she 

wanted to go out and see for herself. 

“Alright, I’ll go.” Rock Candy nodded.”Go and reply to him. Since it’s the eightieth birthday, clan 

members are allowed to participate. If he wants to use this to show his strength, he can invite people 

from other clans. I won’t appear.” 

Rock Candy was so smart, how could he not know what elder Tang was thinking? It was best for him to 

keep a low profile-if the Ice Palace wanted to work for the hidden tang family, they had to control it-

they couldn’t let the hidden tang family get too confident and use the Ice Palace’s name to do 

something bad. 

“I understand, Palace Master!” Qing Zhu nodded. 



“I’m going to see Little Junior Sister. This time, I’ll take her with me. She just came here and is a little 

depressed. I’m afraid she’ll get sick. ” Rock Candy said. It was obvious that she cared a lot about 

Xiaoxiao. 

“En, alright! “I’ll go and tell the hidden tang family right away …”Qing Zhu nodded and went back to 

reply, while Bing Tang flew towards the top of the mountain where the spiritual Qi was the most 

abundant. 

Ever since she’d entered the Ice Palace, she hadn’t slacked off at all. Other than eating and sleeping, 

she’d been cultivating every day-she was one of the most hardworking disciples of the Ice Palace, but 

everyone understood the heavy responsibility she had on her shoulders. The heir was an important role-

opening the Sky Class Island was a must. 

“Senior Sister?” Xiaoxiao stopped and looked up, only to see Rock Candy standing not too far away from 

her. She froze,”What are you doing here?” 

With Xiaoxiao’s current strength, she naturally couldn’t sense the rock Candy’s arrival. 

“Xiaoxiao, are you used to the Ice Palace?” Rock Candy sat beside Xiaoxiao, not putting on any airs with 

her. 

“It’s okay …” Feng Xiaoxiao was not happy that she couldn’t see Lin Yi anymore, but she remembered 

that this short separation was for the sake of being together in the future. Feng Xiaoxiao let go of the 

feeling. “” 

“I’m going out in a few days, can you accompany me?” Rock Candy asked. 

“Going out? Where to? Can I go see Lin Yi hubby?” Xiaoxiao asked, her spirits lifted. 

“This …” Rock Candy couldn’t help but smile bitterly. This Feng Xiaoxiao was acting like she didn’t care 

before, but now that she heard that she could go out, she became so full of energy. But Rock Candy 

didn’t want her to see Lin Yi. To be honest, he didn’t really care about Lin Yi’s strength. Although he was 

called the number one under Earth Class, he wouldn’t even care about the number one under Sky Class, 

let alone the number one under Earth Class. 

In the future, Feng Xiaoxiao would become an inheritor and have the chance to step into the sky path, 

reaching that legendary level. At that time, Lin Yi’s strength would be laughably weak in her eyes. Would 

she still be so attached to Lin Yi? 

But, according to Rock Candy’s observation, it seemed like it was possible. The relationship between 

these two wasn’t measured by strength. Back then, Lin Yi was only a Mystic, but he joined the test for 

Feng Xiaoxiao, who had no strength at all. He even offended people who were stronger than him, which 

proved this point. 

“The two places are very far apart. I don’t know if it’s possible. If you have time, we can meet.” Bing 

Tang didn’t reject her Junior sister’s request-she was strict with others in the Ice Palace, but towards this 

weird Junior Sister, she couldn ‘t! 

Whether you were strict or not, the way she spoke to you didn’t change at all. Even when Rock Candy 

was with her, he couldn’t help but become a little nervous. 



“Alright!” “I’m a golden class master now, Lin Yi honey will be so happy to see me!”Xiaoxiao said happily. 

Xiaoxiao’s practitioning speed wasn’t slow at all-she’d become a golden class master in less than a 

month! This speed could only be achieved in the heritage ground if she had a special physique and a 

special practitioner’s art. 

Rock Candy was a little speechless. 

The next day, Rock Candy, Feng Xiaoxiao, and Qing started their journey. With them were the Hidden 

House Tang’s old master Tang, Tang Qiqi, and Qing! 

At the same time, the hidden tang family had finally received news from elder Tang and understood the 

purpose of his visit! 

Before old master Tang had confirmed Rock Candy’s identity, he naturally wouldn’t say anything. If Tang 

zhige really recognized the wrong person, then things would really get out of hand! 

Not only would the Hidden House Tang be a joke, the Ice Palace might even blame them!  

Chapter 1632: very confused 

But now, Rock Candy’s identity was basically set in stone, so he would naturally tell his family. 

In the hidden tang family, eldest brother Tang looked at his wife, you Xiaoxin, with a gloomy face. He 

slapped her face and trembled with anger,””You old hag, throwing away Xiao Ming’s child-look at what 

happened now, she’s the sect master! When he returns, you can just wait for death! Not to mention 

you, your hidden you family will also be finished!” 

You Xiaoxin covered her red and swollen face, not daring to say anything. She was arrogant, but that 

was because of the Hidden House’s support. Now, however, the Hidden House wasn’t just an ant in the 

Ice Palace’s eyes-it was a Tiger and a cat! 

Therefore, you Xiaoxin didn’t dare to say anything. She really regretted it. She should have drowned the 

child instead of throwing him away! She didn’t think that the kid would still be alive, and would even 

become the sect master! 

It could be said that even now, she did not regret it. This woman was beyond saving! 

“You’re killing me! At that time, you can beg for mercy on your knees, but don’t drag me down with 

you!” It was the first time that eldest brother Tang was so tough in front of his first wife. Now he was 

going to be in big trouble. Rock Candy was probably back. The Tang family’s old master would be fine, 

and Xiao Ming would be even more fine. The unlucky ones would be him and you Xiaoxin! 

You Xiaoxin lowered her head and didn’t speak. She was also very afraid, but it was useless to be afraid. 

At this time, she could only think of a way to escape this disaster! 

“I … I’ll move into Xiao Ming’s room today. Can’t I give her the position here … I hope it doesn’t involve 

our hidden you family …” You said carefully. 

“Hmph! Then hurry up and get lost!” Eldest brother Tang roared. 



Of course, in the entire hidden tang family, except for eldest brother Tang’s branch, the rest of the 

brothers were very happy. They did not participate in the incident that year, so if eldest brother Tang 

was defeated this time, they would have a chance to Rise Up! 

However, unexpectedly, after Rock Candy came to the Hidden House, he didn’t kill anyone. He didn’t 

pay attention to you Xiaoxin, who had already moved into Xiao Ming’s cold courtyard, as if he had 

ignored her. This made eldest brother Tang feel relieved! 

Since the rock Candy could spare you Xiaoxin, then it would definitely spare eldest brother Tang! 

“Tang Tang, how is it? have you gotten used to this room …” That night, eldest brother Tang, 

accompanied by Grandpa Tang, came to her room, wanting to get close to her. 

“We haven’t done the DNA test yet. I don’t want to see you.” Bing Tang frowned slightly. 

“This …” Eldest brother Tang was a little embarrassed.”Haha, we’re going to do the test tomorrow …” 

“Old man, why can’t you understand me? I told you to get lost, did you not understand?” After Feng 

Xiaoxiao found out about Rock Candy’s family background, she deeply hated eldest brother Tang. She 

was a person who dared to love and hate, and she wanted to kick this kind of heartless man to death! 

Eldest brother Tang didn’t know Feng Xiaoxiao’s identity, but he heard that Qing was Bing Tang’s aunt, 

and an elder of the Ice Palace, raising Bing Tang! Xiaoxiao, on the other hand, was only a golden class, 

and didn’t know how to hide her strength. One look and you could tell she was just a normal servant 

girl! 

Boss Tang naturally didn’t dare to say anything when he was scolded by Rock Candy and little Qing, but 

he couldn’t keep his face when he was scolded by a ‘little maid’! After all, he was the head of the Hidden 

House Tang, an Earth Class late phase peak-to be told to get lost by a golden class early phase little girl, 

his face turned ugly,”I say, little girl, I’m the Father of your Palace Master. Aren’t you being too unruly by 

saying such things?” 

“She’s my Junior Sister, the next sect master. ” “Is there a problem with talking to you like this?” Bing 

Tang said indifferently. 

“Gah?” Boss Tang was stunned. He almost choked to death after hearing Rock Candy’s words! Junior 

Sister? The next sect master? Why was he only golden class? What was going on? 

Of course, if what Rock Candy said was true, then as the next sect master, even if Xiaoxiao beat him up 

as a golden class, he wouldn’t dare fight back! 

As if sensing eldest brother Tang’s suspicion, little Qing explained,”Xiaoxiao has only been in the Ice 

Palace for less than a month, and was just an ordinary person before. However, the palace Master had 

already designated her as the next Palace master’s successor! She’ll become a Sky Class soon!” 

“Cough cough!” Eldest brother Tang was even more shocked-he went from a normal person to a golden 

class master in less than a month, what kind of speed was that? How could it be so fast? As expected of 

the next Palace Master! “I’m so sorry, young Palace Master. I … I didn’t know …”Eldest brother Tang said 

with a bit of embarrassment. 

“Hmph!” Xiaoxiao hmphed, ignoring him. 



“Take it easy, Master Tang.” Qing Zhu made a gesture to send the guest off. 

The results of the DNA test were out of everyone’s expectations. What was originally thought to be a 

sure bet had a dramatic change! 

The rock Candy’s DNA was somewhat similar to eldest brother Tang ‘s, but it was definitely not similar to 

the father-daughter level. It was very similar to the test results of old master Tang and the rock Candy! 

In other words, Rock Candy was a member of the Tang family, but she wasn’t eldest brother Tang’s 

daughter! 

After learning of this news, eldest brother Tang’s face turned ashen. He really wanted to curse that bitch 

Xiao Ming! He actually had an affair with another man in the Tang family. To think that he had always 

felt a little guilty in his heart. If he had known that Bing Tang was a bastard, he wouldn’t have to be so 

careful and would have killed her! 

But now, even if he had hatred in his heart, he couldn’t express it! It didn’t really matter if he was Rock 

Candy’s father or not. To Rock Candy, he was just a passerby now. If he dared to do anything to Xiao 

Ming, Rock Candy would probably kill him with a slap! 

Therefore, no matter how resentful he was, he didn’t dare to say anything. 

As soon as elder Tang received the results, he seemed to have aged several years in an instant.””My 

family is unfortunate, my family is unfortunate! Something like this has actually happened!” 

According to common sense, when such a scandal happened in a family, the first thing that should be 

done was to find the child’s mother, Xiao Ming, to ask who the child’s father was! 

However, no one in the hidden tang family dared to do that now, because Bing Tang was standing 

behind Xiao Ming. As long as Bing Tang didn’t nod, no one could force Xiao Ming to do anything! 

Rock Candy looked at the appraisal report expressionlessly. 

In fact, for Rock Candy, it was enough to confirm the mother. As for who the Father was, it didn’t 

matter! (To be continued.)  

Chapter 1633: A helpless result 

In the entire Tang family, except for Tang GE, no one else felt that Rock Candy was pleasing to the eye! 

Although this matter seemed like a family scandal, it was already a huge family scandal to abandon the 

rock Candy back then. This kind of small matter was nothing! And Rock Candy didn’t even have the 

intention to ask Xiao Ming. Since that was the case, then it was even better. Regarding the attitude of 

the hidden tang family, Rock Candy was even easier to deal with. He was only treating the hidden tang 

family as a member of the family. Without the restraint of kinship, Rock Candy’s heart felt better! 

Just like the relationship between the common house Yu and the Hidden House Yu, Rock Candy and the 

Hidden House Tang were the same! 

Since he couldn’t ask Rock Candy, he could only ask his own family! 



In the hidden tang family’s meeting room, old master Tang sat at the head of the table and looked at all 

the members of the hidden tang family. He slammed the table and said,”Speak! Who was the one who 

did that? Now that you’ve revealed it, I won’t look into it, and I can ‘t-with the sect master Bing Tang’s 

identity, I’ll just treat this as a family scandal and keep it a secret. But if I find out, don’t blame me for 

being rude!” 

The Tang family’s many years of accumulated prestige had made elder Tang’s words carry enormous 

weight. So, after elder Tang’s words, everyone in the Tang family was extremely careful and didn’t even 

dare to breathe loudly! 

“Not talking? You’re not going to say anything, are you?” Elder Tang waited for a long time, but no one 

spoke. He slammed the table and sneered,””Alright, since you’re all not talking, then all of you can go 

and do a DNA test for me. I’d like to see who did it!” 

Of course, after elder Tang finished speaking, no one spoke. They all lowered their heads in silence, each 

with their own thoughts. 

“Alright, in that case, give, call the doctor over and do a DNA test for each of them!” Elder Tang said 

angrily. 

“Yes … Grandpa …” Tang gezhi smiled bitterly. He had never imagined that his third concubine would 

actually have raw rock sugar with someone else! However, he couldn’t simply say such things. He could 

only follow his grandfather’s instructions and find the doctor to do a DNA test for everyone in the Tang 

family. 

After the doctor arrived, elder Tang observed every member of the Tang family. However, he realized 

that every single one of them was calm and composed, as if the matter had nothing to do with them. 

They didn’t show any signs of guilt! 

Elder Tang was a little confused. What was going on? Could it be that even rock Candy was not their 

child? 

The results of the DNA test came out quickly. Elder Tang was right. They were related by blood, but not 

by blood! These people were not the Father of Rock Candy! 

Elder Tang had no other choice but to pass the news to Xiao Ming. Although he didn’t say it explicitly, he 

hoped that she would tell him the truth! 

However, Xiao Ming felt very wronged. She had a relationship with eldest brother Tang in the past, and 

then had Tang Tang. She had never been in contact with other men, let alone had any improper 

relationship with other men! 

Although the Tang family didn’t say anything, the way they looked at Xiao Ming was a little strange. 

When Xiao Ming arrived at the meeting room, she felt her face burning! She really didn’t want to come, 

but she had no choice! 

This was a matter of her innocence. Xiao Ming had to explain it clearly! 

However, how was he going to explain this? How would Xiao Ming prove it? Just as Xiao Ming was at a 

loss, a person who surprised everyone walked into the meeting room! 



“Da Bo, why are you here?” Eldest brother Tang looked at da Bo as he walked into the meeting room. He 

suddenly had some doubts. Although da Bo was old master Tang’s trusted aide, he would never 

participate in this kind of family meeting. He was still a servant, so he knew his own place! 

“This old servant deserves ten thousand deaths! It’s all this old servant’s fault!” Da Bo walked into the 

meeting room and knelt in front of elder Tang. 

“Ah?” Da Bo’s sudden action stunned elder Tang. They were talking about Xiao Ming, why was he here? 

Could it be that Rock Candy was da Bo’s child? That was impossible. Da Bo was just a servant and had no 

blood relations with the Tang family. Not to mention now, he had no blood relations with the Tang 

family even after several generations. The probability of this happening was almost zero. What was 

wrong with him at this time? 

Elder Tang furrowed his brows and said,””Old da, what kind of drama are you singing? What do you 

mean you were wrong? What did you do wrong? We’re discussing serious matters here. If you make any 

mistakes, can we talk about it later?” 

“Old master, please let this old servant finish!” “Yes,” da Bo said.”This old servant wants to talk about 

the third young mistress ‘daughter’s matter back then …” 

“What? You know about it? Hurry up and tell me!” Elder Tang quickly asked when he heard da Bo’s 

intentions. 

“Yes!” Da Bo said,”back then, young mistress ordered a servant to throw Tang Tang away. This old 

servant couldn’t bear to do it. I thought, no matter what, she’s still young master’s flesh and blood. How 

could she still live if she were to be thrown into the snow?” So, I thought of a way to keep this child …” 

“What do you mean? Explain yourself!” Elder Tang furrowed his brows. He felt that something was 

wrong. 

“Yes! “Back then, one of the Tang family’s offshoots happened to have a daughter as well. They brought 

their daughter to the hidden tang family to be registered and recorded in the genealogy. The old servant 

took advantage of this opportunity to switch Tang Tang with their child. The child who was abandoned 

was the daughter of the Tang family’s offshoots and not the eldest young master’s daughter, Tang Tang 

…””As for the real Tang Tang, she should have been brought back by the Tang family’s children and 

brought up as an adult. Since all newborn babies look similar, I don’t think they’ll find out that there’s a 

mistake, so …” 

“What!” Elder Tang almost fainted after hearing this. That meant that the rock Candy was the daughter 

of the Tang family’s offspring and not eldest brother Tang’s blood! In that case, it also explained why 

rock Candy’s DNA matched most of the Tang family’s DNA. It was because they were blood-related! 

However, the Tang family was in deep trouble now. He had been so happy to get Rock Candy back so 

that the hidden tang family would have a strong backing. But now, it seemed like it was all for naught. It 

made elder Tang sad! 

“Argh! “In that case, Bing Tang isn’t my daughter … Then my daughter …” After Xiao Ming heard da Bo’s 

words, she also turned pale with fright. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1634: -past 



“Rock Candy should be the daughter of the Tang family’s offspring, and the eldest master’s daughter 

should be in that offspring’s house …” Da Bo said. 

“What … What should we do?” Elder Tang’s head began to hurt. The cooked duck had flown away? The 

hidden tang family’s backing would be gone? Wasn’t this a little too unlucky? Why did this matter seem 

like a mystery drama? 

Although eldest brother Tang’s expression eased a lot, at least he wasn’t cuckolded. But the next 

problem was even more troublesome. Rock Candy’s parents didn’t even hide the Tang family! 

“Da Bo, do you mean what you said?” Elder Tang looked at da Bo sternly and asked. This was no joke. If 

they were not careful, the hidden tang family would be doomed forever! 

“Old master, how would this old servant dare to lie to you about such a big matter?” “It’s all my fault,” 

da Bo said with a bitter smile.”Please punish me, family head …” 

“There’s no need for that-if you didn’t change her back then, the sect master wouldn’t have been a 

member of the Hidden House, and this fortune wouldn’t have fallen into our hands. ” Elder Tang was an 

understanding person. This matter had little to do with da Bo. Even if da Bo didn’t play any tricks, at 

most, his own child would die, while Bing Tang would still be the daughter of the Tang family’s collateral 

branch! 

“Yes, Dabo. You’re not to blame for this! The most important thing now was to quickly think of a 

solution. What should he do about this? We’ve already invited the sect master-we can’t just tell her that 

you’re not from the Hidden House, can we?” Boss Tang said with a frown. 

“Who said it wasn ‘t? Even if she’s a side branch of the Tang family, she’s still a member of our hidden 

tang family!” It wasn’t easy for elder Tang to get married to her, how could he give up so easily? 

Elder Tang’s words woke up the rest of the people in the room! That’s right, there was a hidden blood of 

the Tang family in rock Candy’s body. This was an indisputable fact! 

“Father, you’re right. I think we should block the news and hide it. Let Bing Tang think that she’s Xiao 

Ming’s daughter. As for who her father is, we can just make up a story and get Xiao Ming to cooperate 

with us!” “Second brother, can you say that he’s the child of you and Xiao Ming?” eldest brother Tang 

muttered to himself. 

Second brother Tang’s expression changed slightly. However, this was an important matter for the Tang 

family, so he couldn’t express his opinion. Instead, he turned to look at elder Tang. 

“That’s right, we must seal off the news! Otherwise, without Xiao Ming’s interference, why would Rock 

Candy acknowledge our hidden tang family?” “That’s why we can’t let Bing Tang know about this,” elder 

Tang said.”Otherwise, we’ll be wasting our efforts in hiding house Tang.” 

“Grandpa, this is about her background-I think we should talk to the sect master nicely, she’ll 

understand-why would we lie to her?” However, Tang geqi gave a different opinion.””You also said that 

the crystal sugar Palace Master is also our hidden tang family’s bloodline, so she will at least help us! If 

we lie to her and she finds out the truth, wouldn’t she be so angry?” 



“Giving, what do you know!” Eldest brother Tang looked at his son with some annoyance. How could his 

son be so loyal? It was not like his own personality at all. Although he had the wisdom and ability, he 

was just too kind. How could he succeed the position of the head of the family like this? 

“I …” Tang geqi’s face turned red from boss Tang’s scolding, but he knew that his words were of little 

importance and had no effect on him, so he could only shut his mouth resentfully! 

As for Xiao Ming, she was in a daze. Bing Tang wasn’t her daughter. Then, where was her daughter? 

Moreover, why was the rock Candy related to him by blood? 

This series of doubts made Xiao Ming’s mood very low. She couldn’t say anything in this family meeting. 

She listened to everyone’s words, and all they cared about was the interests of the hidden tang family. 

As for where her child was, they didn’t even ask! 

“Alright, it’s decided! All the hidden members of the Tang family, listen to me carefully. Don’t tell 

anyone about this!” “From now on, Bing Tang will be second brother and Xiao Ming’s daughter …” Elder 

Tang said seriously. 

Clang! Clang! The moment elder Tang finished his sentence, the meeting room’s door was kicked open 

and splintered into a pile of wood chips that fell to the ground. Bing Tang was standing at the door with 

a cold expression as he looked at elder Tang,””Who can’t you reveal it to?” 

“This … I …” Looking at Bing Tang’s cold eyes, elder Tang immediately broke out in cold sweat. He may 

be a Sky Class early phase, but he didn’t dare to act rashly against a Sky Class late phase peak like Bing 

Tang! 

He didn’t think that his words would be heard by Bing Tang. At this moment, he also remembered that 

Bing Tang was a Sky Class late phase Peak Master. With her spirit sense, it was too easy for her to 

eavesdrop on the Hidden House Tang meeting! With elder Tang’s strength, he wouldn’t be able to sense 

that someone was eavesdropping! 

Previously, when elder Tang called for the family meeting, he did not consider this factor at all. That was 

why he ignored the existence of the rock Candy this time. 

“For the sake of Auntie Xiao Ming, I won’t kill you.” Rock Candy looked at elder Tang coldly,””As for the 

hidden tang family … I know what you’re thinking, but you just want to use the Ice Palace’s power? 

That’s good, I’ll satisfy you! Aunt Qing, you tell them!” 

Although Rock Candy looked cold and indifferent, in fact, she was not that angry anymore, especially 

when she heard that she was not eldest brother Tang’s daughter, nor was she abandoned by her 

parents, but was switched by her biological parents without their knowledge. Therefore, the knot in rock 

Candy’s heart that was full of resentment towards her parents was instantly untied! 

Speaking of which, Rock Candy really had to thank da Bo for telling the truth. Otherwise, although Xiao 

Ming was a kind person, Rock Candy would never be happy for the rest of his life with a father who was 

worse than a dog! But it was all good now-all that was left with the Hidden House Tang was that little bit 

of blood relation, and Rock Candy could calm down and let Qing talk to the Hidden House openly, 

making the Hidden House become the Ice Palace’s eyes and ears and subordinates-it wouldn’t be a 

burden anymore! 



However, there was still a question that Rock Candy had not answered. Why was his DNA similar to Xiao 

Ming ‘s? He was born from a branch of the Tang family, so it was normal for him to have the blood of 

the Tang family in his body. However, it was a little strange that he also had Xiao Ming’s blood …  

Chapter 1635: Rock Candy’s worries 

Moreover, Xiao Ming did look very similar to him. Why was that? 

Could it be … Rock Candy suddenly thought of a possibility. Xiao Ming had also said before that when 

she accompanied her brother-in-law and sister to the Tang family to register, she was fancied by eldest 

brother Tang. Then, could my real parents be Xiao Ming’s sister and brother-in-law? Wouldn’t that make 

Xiao Ming his aunt? 

The more he thought about it, the more Rock Candy felt that it was possible. Otherwise, how could 

there be such a coincidence in the world? 

At this time, Qing was already discussing with elder Tang about letting them be the spies of the Ice 

Palace. Although the outcome wasn’t what elder Tang had expected, it was still a good thing. It was 

already a blessing in disguise that Bing Tang didn’t just go on a killing spree or leave. What else could 

house Tang ask for? 

The Hidden House Tang understood that the Ice Palace was just looking for a spy, and the Hidden House 

Tang was just a coincidence. It would be a joke to say that they had anything to do with Bing Tang-they 

were just distant relatives, and the Hidden House didn’t really like distant relatives. 

“Who are my biological parents?” After Qing Zhu and elder Tang were done talking, Rock Candy turned 

to da Bo and asked coldly. 

Da Bo was so scared that he trembled. He did not dare to hide anything and said in a trembling 

voice,””The man’s name is Tang Jucheng, but I can’t remember his wife’s name. I’ll need to check the 

family tree …” “” 

“What? Tang Jucheng!” Before Rock Candy could say anything, Xiao Ming cried out in shock. 

“What’s wrong?” Everyone turned to look at Xiao Ming, and Rock Candy also asked with some 

doubts,””Auntie … Xiaoming, do you know … This … Tang Jucheng, my father?” 

“He’s my brother-in-law! I naturally recognize it! So, you’re my niece!” Xiao Ming exclaimed. No wonder 

Rock Candy looked so similar to her. She was actually Rock Candy’s aunt! And her own child was actually 

brought back by her sister and brother-in-law! 

At the thought of this, Xiao Ming’s heart suddenly relaxed. Her child should be fine with her sister and 

brother-in-law. Although her sister’s family was not rich, they could still live … 

Thinking of her brother-in-law, Xiao Ming felt very guilty! Logically speaking, she should have brought a 

lot of grace to her sister’s family by marrying into the hidden tang family, but not only did she not bring 

anything, her own days were also miserable! 

She hadn’t contacted her sister and brother-in-law for so many years. She didn’t know if they were okay. 

It was just like the old saying,”once you enter a wealthy family, it’s as deep as the sea.” It was difficult 

for him to contact the outside world! 



After hearing Xiao Ming’s words, Rock Candy was also shocked! Although she had this feeling in her 

heart, she was still very surprised when the truth was revealed! However, she already had a good 

impression of Xiao Ming, so she called out gently,””Little aunt!” 

“AI!” Although Xiao Ming had not seen her child yet, she was very happy to know that Bing Tang was her 

niece and responded happily. 

Eldest brother Tang wanted to run over and join in the fun, wanting to get close to rock Candy with his 

uncle’s identity. But when he saw that Rock Candy didn’t even have the intention to pay attention to 

him, he couldn’t help but feel a little embarrassed! 

“In your hidden tang family, only my aunt and this Tang gezhi cousin can be considered human.” “The 

rest of them are no different from pigs and dogs!” Bing Tang said indifferently. 

Although Bing Tang’s words made the Tang family very angry, they didn’t dare to say no. Grandpa Tang’s 

face was bitter as he thought to himself,”fortunately, Tang jizhi has said a lot of good things for Xiao 

Ming and Bing Tang. Otherwise, Bing Tang would have left!” 

Tang gezhi was also a little embarrassed. When she heard Rock Candy call him ‘cousin’, she was both 

surprised and happy, but also a little embarrassed. She didn’t know how to respond to him, so she could 

only stand there awkwardly and carefully rub her hands. 

“How can you be like a pig or a dog? You can eat pork, but they can ‘t!” “I think he’s worse than a pig or 

a dog!” Xiaoxiao interrupted. 

“Pfft …” Qing almost burst out laughing. Xiaoxiao’s words were too funny in this atmosphere. 

The Hidden House Tang were angry as well, but they didn’t dare act rashly towards the future sect 

master. She might be weak, but she was still Rock Candy’s junior! 

“Aunty, come to my room and talk to me!” Rock Candy held Xiao Ming’s hand, not giving any face to the 

other members of the Tang family. 

Xiao Ming hesitated for a moment, but still followed Bing Tang and the others out of the meeting room. 

Elder Tang and the others could only sigh and send them off. 

In the sect master’s room, Bing Tang was holding onto Ming’s hand affectionately-she wasn’t her 

mother, but she was her aunt, and was someone very close to her. She’d lacked family since she was 

young, and was naturally very happy at this moment. 

“Sect master, what do you think of the hidden tang …” Ming asked carefully. 

“Auntie, just call me Rock Candy-sect master? that’s for outsiders, you don’t have to be so polite with 

me.” Bing Tang saw that little aunt was a little uncomfortable and quickly said. 

“Ah … That … That’s okay …” In fact, Xiao Ming was also very close to rock Candy from the bottom of her 

heart. She had been like this since the first time she saw Rock Candy. So when she heard Rock Candy say 

this, she nodded. 

“I don’t want to do anything to the hidden tang family. Here, I only recognize you, aunty! At most, that 

Tang Qiqi can be considered my cousin. As for the others, they’re just subservient to the Ice Palace. ” 



“Don’t worry, aunty,” said Rock Candy calmly.”I won’t do anything to them. It’s just a partnership 

between us!” 

“Then … Do you want to meet your biological parents?” To be honest, Xiao Ming missed her sister and 

brother-in-law. She had not seen them for so many years and did not know how they were. More 

importantly, she missed her own children … 

“Acknowledge …” Rock Candy sighed. She had actually been hesitating about this question all along. 

Should she acknowledge him or not? If he admitted it, what about his aunt’s daughter? Was he going to 

let her return to the hidden tang family? To be honest, Rock Candy didn’t want his aunt’s daughter to be 

here. Being a daughter of an ordinary family was better than being here! 

Besides, Rock Candy didn’t want to destroy that family! If Rock Candy’s parents found out that their 

child was not raised by them but by someone else, this peaceful family would be destroyed. It would be 

unfair to the child! (To be continued.)  

Chapter 1636: The invitation 

So, after pondering for a long time, Rock Candy finally said,””In fact, I wanted to acknowledge her, but I 

also didn’t want to. That family is very happy now, but because of your and my interference, what will 

happen? Let my sister or sister return to your side? She’s different from me!” 

Xiao Ming was slightly stunned, but she instantly understood what Rock Candy meant. Yes, her own 

daughter was different from Rock Candy. Rock Candy had no parents since young, so he would be 

happier after acknowledging his family! 

However, his own daughter had always treated her sister and brother-in-law as her biological parents. If 

he asked her to leave her sister and brother-in-law and come to his side, would she be willing? Even if 

she was willing, would her sister and brother-in-law be willing? 

Although he wasn’t his biological son, he had been wrong for so many years. How could he be heartless? 

Even if he wasn’t his biological son, he was more like his biological son! 

Therefore, when she thought of this, Xiao Ming was a little silent.””Yeah, I thought too simply. I wanted 

her to come back to me, but it seems like she’s not willing …” 

“Aunty, let’s not think too much about this matter. Let’s respect their opinions. I just want to see my 

biological parents and be filial to them. My status can’t allow me to return to their side!” “And you …” 

Said Rock Candy,”it’s fine for you to acknowledge a daughter, but you can’t force it. If you do, no one 

will be happy!” 

“I understand …” Xiao Ming nodded.”I just want to see her once in a while. I’m satisfied knowing that 

she’s doing well. As for the rest, I won’t force it …” 

At the same time, in the Tang family’s meeting room, elder Tang and the other members of the Tang 

family were discussing the issue of Tang Jucheng. 

“Since Tang Jucheng is the sect master’s father, why don’t we invite his family to his eightieth birthday?” 

“This way, we can please the sect master,” eldest brother Tang said. “As for whether or not she 

recognizes us, we won’t participate-we’ve done everything we can!” 



“That’s not bad, boss’s idea is great!” “Second brother, do you have anything to say?” elder Tang 

nodded in agreement. 

“Father, since the sect master isn’t Ming’s daughter, then Tang Jucheng’s daughter must be big brother 

‘s-should we let her come back to house Tang?” Second brother Tang’s words were actually meant to 

disgust eldest brother Tang. These days, you’ve been jumping up and down in preparation to 

acknowledge the palace master’s daughter. Now, it’s all in vain, but your daughter didn’t go missing. 

Now that you’ve found her, are you going to acknowledge her as well? 

Elder Tang furrowed his brows. He understood the hidden meaning behind second brother Tang’s 

words, but he did not say anything. Instead, he turned to look at eldest brother Tang. 

“Acknowledge her? Why did he acknowledge her? Absolutely not!” Eldest brother Tang shook his head 

in denial-he’d lost his backing now, and the sect master obviously didn’t want to talk to him as her 

uncle. He had to continue relying on his family’s support-how could he just take a daughter back? 

Moreover, she was just the daughter of an ordinary poor person. What was the point of acknowledging 

her? 

“Dad, she’s my sister too. Why can’t I acknowledge her? “If you’re afraid that my mother won’t be 

happy, I can talk to her …” Tang Yingzhi felt that it wasn’t a bad thing to have a younger sister. 

“No! Absolutely not!” Eldest brother Tang’s soft spot was poked by his son, and he immediately flew 

into a rage. “What’s the point of a poor girl? You shut up!” 

Second brother Tang, on the other hand, was laughing at them from the side. 

“It’s fine to recognize him, but don’t we need to bring him back?” “She’s the sect master’s sister, after 

all-we have to show some respect!”Elder Tang said. But if we forcefully bring her back to the Tang 

family, wouldn’t that destroy her current family happiness?” 

“Father’s words make sense!” When eldest brother Tang heard that his father had helped him out of the 

predicament and even gave him a very good idea, he was immediately overjoyed and quickly responded. 

The older the ginger, the spicier it is. In just a short while, it became that the Tang family didn’t want to 

acknowledge their relatives, but they didn’t want to destroy other people’s family! 

Elder Tang had also realized that he couldn’t lose the Hidden House you’s support now that he was a 

subordinate of the Ice Palace. He couldn’t bring the girl back home! 

The matter was settled just like that. The hidden elder Tang’s eightieth birthday was invited to all the 

descendants of the Tang family. Naturally, Tang Jucheng received the invitation as well! 

Tang Jucheng was very confused about the sudden letter from the Hidden House that he had no contact 

with. Mrs. Tang, on the other hand, was confused. 

“Jucheng, why did the Tang family suddenly ask us to attend the birthday banquet?” Mrs. Tang looked at 

the invitation in her hand, confused. “Don’t tell me they’re trying to win us over after knowing that I 

found a rich son-in-law? Otherwise, it’s really unbelievable that a family that hasn’t contacted us for 800 

years would actually come to us!” 



“No way? House Tang has a lot of business, why would they be interested in Lin Yi’s little business?” 

Tang Jucheng frowned and thought it was weird,””Besides, how did they know?” 

“Who knows? But I say, Tang Jucheng, you’re really stupid. Lin Yi’s assets? Do you know how many 

assets Lin Yi has and how capable he is?” “You know fatty Lai, right?” Mrs. Tang pouted. He was the 

General Manager of miracle doctor Guan’s medical company, Lin Yi’s follower! Miracle doctor Guan’s 

medical company was Lin Yi’s business! And it seemed like Lin Yi had shares in pengzhan industries as 

well! Do you know those aristocratic families? House Liu and house Wu? they’re all trying to be Lin Yi’s 

underlings! He’s such a famous person, house Tang would definitely want to get him on their side!” 

“Ah? So it’s like this!” How would Tang Jucheng know so much? Mrs. Tang, on the other hand, knew a 

lot about Lin Yi’s background. She was a smart girl and knew how to get information from her daughter, 

so she knew quite a bit about Lin Yi’s background. 

“That’s true!” “That’s why we’re going this time, and we’re going in full glory!”Mrs. Tang said. Back then, 

when your leg was broken, I wrote a letter to my sister, wanting to borrow some money, but there was 

not even a reply. I think she has climbed up the social ladder and is ignoring us. This time, I’ll let them 

see how awesome my son-in-law is! We’re returning home in glory, so let’s go back and show off!” 

Tang Jucheng was speechless,””Xiao Ming also has her difficulties. She’s only a concubine in the Tang 

family. What right does she have to speak? Otherwise, he wouldn’t have stopped contacting us for so 

long. I don’t think there’s any way to contact us!” 

“Hmph! Don’t speak up for her, who knows what’s going on? I’d like to see how the Tang family is 

blinded by their snobby eyes!” Mrs. Tang said coldly. (To be continued.)  

Chapter 1637: phone call from qikun 

Mrs. Tang had always been the one to call the shots in the Tang family, and so the deal was settled just 

like that. Tang Yin heard about it from her mother when she got home, and she was a little 

dumbfounded-she didn’t expect her to be a member of a big family! Hidden tang family? What was his 

background? Was that as strong as the Hidden House Yu that Lin Yi was talking about? 

After listening to her mother’s analysis, Tang Yin didn’t know if she should be happy or worried! She’d 

always felt inferior in front of Lin Yi-she couldn’t help him with anything, and always caused him trouble. 

The Miss and Shu, on the other hand, both had powerful backgrounds, and even Xiaoxiao went to the 

Ice Palace to train-she’d definitely be able to help Lin Yi in the future! 

But she was the only one who came from a poor family, and couldn’t help Lin Yi with anything … Now 

that she found out that she was a member of a hidden house, she wondered if she could help Lin Yi. 

However, he thought about it again. The hidden tang family had not contacted his family for so many 

years. How could he possibly borrow their light? 

Besides, her mother’s analysis was very reasonable. Did they want to rope Lin Yi in because of his 

strength? Would she cause Lin Yi any trouble if she went? Besides, Lin Yi’s strength hadn’t recovered 

yet, and Tang Yin knew that. She shouldn’t agree to something like this just yet! 

“Mom, I think I’ll discuss this with Lin Yi first.” “But I think it’s best if we don’t go!” Tang Yin didn’t agree 

right away. 



“You child, it’s not easy for you to have a chance to put on an act in front of the Tang family. How can 

you not go?” Mrs. Tang wasn’t happy-she’d gone to house Tang to register her marriage and Tang Yin’s 

birth, but the tangs didn’t even look at her! 

Therefore, now that he had the ability, he naturally had to show off! 

“Mom, you don’t understand! The hidden tang family’s power is very great, and it’s not as simple as you 

think! They are cultivators, do you understand cultivators? We’re just ordinary people, we don’t have 

anything to do with them!” “What if we cause trouble for Lin Yi if we go?” Tang Yin frowned. 

“What cultivator?” Mrs. Tang didn’t know about this. 

“I’ve heard of this before, but I’m not too sure. I heard that it’s the same as practicing martial arts, 

house Tang is a big master in the martial arts world. Yunyun is right, we need to think about this 

seriously and not cause Lin Yi any trouble!” Tang Jucheng nodded. 

“You two!” “Yin, go ask Lin Yi if he’s okay with it. It’d be best if he can come with us!” Mrs. Tang wasn’t 

happy. 

“I’m not going. He’s busy recently!” Tang Yin knew about Lin Yi’s condition-she couldn’t just disturb him 

at a time like this. 

“He’s living in the house of two little vixens, and you’re not in a hurry! I say, why are you so stupid? you 

don’t even know what’s going on-you’ll just cry when Lin Yi’s taken away!” “Are you going or not?” Mrs. 

Tang hmphed. 

“Yaoyao and Shu aren’t vixens, they’re my good sisters. Don’t say that about them, mom. Lin Yi won’t be 

taken away from me, I know what happened.” Tang Yun frowned and shook her head. 

“Are you going to abort the child or not?” “I’ll hit you if you don ‘t!”Mrs. Tang said. 

“I’ll go! I’ll go!” Tang Yin stomped her foot and left the house. 

“This child has such good conditions, but she still doesn’t put on an act. I really don’t know what she’s 

thinking.” Mrs. Tang complained unhappily. 

Mrs. Tang couldn’t be blamed for being so snobbish. The Tang family was even more snobbish in the 

past, and that was why Mrs. Tang wanted to get back at them. 

Tang Yun left the house and went to Lin Yi’s Villa. She didn’t disturb Lin Yi and decided to stay there. She 

knew that Lin Yi was recovering his strength and didn’t disturb him. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu naturally agreed with this. 

This was already Lin Yi’s one hundred and eighty-sixth attempt. The number of energy balls that 

exploded was countless, but it still didn’t meet Lin Yi’s requirements. Now, Lin Yi was condensing the 

one hundred and eighty-seventh energy ball! 

Just a little bit more, just a little bit more and he’d be able to make an energy ball that’d help him break 

through to Earth Class! It was just a little bit, but Lin Yi had already tried it over a hundred times! 

It was a good thing Lin Yi was a patient man-anyone else would’ve gone berserk by now. 



“Bang!” The energy ball exploded again at the last moment, leaving Lin Yi completely helpless! Lin Yi had 

no choice but to continue … 

Hidden house Zhao, the news of Lin Yi being poisoned with the five step strength-scattering powder had 

reached them, but old Zhao was still in isolated practitioning-the only people in the house who could 

make decisions were elder bi and Zhao Guangyin! This wasn’t a secret, and naturally qikun knew about it 

as well-he was worried about Lin Yi! 

He knew that Lin Yi could recover his strength quickly, but he also knew the effect of this five step 

strength scattering powder. It was extremely potent. Even if Lin Yi could recover, without the antidote, 

he could quickly dissipate his strength and become a normal person! 

And so, qikun decided to call Lin Yi to express his concern. 

Lin Yi’s phone was on the whole time, and he exited his practitioning state when he heard the ring! His 

main task now was to condense the energy ball, so it was not a big deal to answer a phone call. 

“How are you?” Lin Yi picked it up, surprised. This was the number qikun gave him-what was he calling 

for?”Zhao qikun?” 

“Boss, it’s me!” Qikun lowered his voice.”Boss, I heard you were poisoned by the five step strength 

scattering powder. Have you recovered yet?” 

“What, are you trying to test me?” Lin Yi asked faintly. 

“This …” Qikun paused,””How is that possible? Boss, I’m really concerned about you! I know that this 

five step strength scattering powder isn’t easy to dispel. Have you recovered? tell me, the Zhao family is 

discussing how to deal with you! I need to know about your condition so that I can think of a way to 

speak during the meeting!” 

“No, I didn ‘t!” Lin Yi said faintly. He didn’t lie to qikun-on one hand, he felt that this guy was quite 

reliable and wouldn’t betray him. On the other hand, it was a test to see if he was loyal or not. Even if 

house Zhao came looking for trouble, Lin Yi wasn’t afraid-his energy compression skills had improved a 

lot. Even if he was golden class late phase peak, the compressed energy ball was enough to cripple an 

Earth Class! 

As long as they didn’t fight face to face, it was easy for Lin Yi to disable the people who came looking for 

trouble! (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1638: Yu Shan returns 

“Alright, boss, I understand what to do!” Qikun nodded.”Boss, let me know when you’ve recovered. I 

don’t need to worry!” 

“Alright!” Lin Yi hung up the phone, wondering if qikun could become his trusted aide! However, this 

was the perfect time to see a person’s loyalty. Lin Yi just had to wait patiently! 

Hidden house Zhao’s meeting room-this was Qibing’s first time attending a meeting as a core member of 

house Zhao, and in the meeting room were guangyin, elder bi, qikun, and the others! 



Old Zhao was in seclusion, so there were naturally more people in the family meeting. Even elder Zhu 

came to the meeting! 

“Lin Yi’s definitely crippled now, it’ll be easy for us to deal with him! Elder bi and the young master, 

please send your men to kill Lin Yi!” Said elder Zhu. He was the one who poisoned them, so he was 

confident. 

“Grandpa is in seclusion. Before he went into seclusion, he told us to keep a low profile and not make 

any big moves. Elder Zhu, did you not know?” Qikun said faintly as he looked at the older man. He 

wasn’t as strong as the older man, but he was still a core member of house Zhao. He knew that the older 

man was Qibing’s man, so he didn’t bother to be polite. 

“Lin Yi’s already poisoned and lost all his strength. This is a once-in-a-thousand-years opportunity. 

You’ve never suffered in Lin Yi’s hands before, so naturally, you don’t need to rush!” Elder Zhu hmphed 

coldly, not giving qikun any face at all-he was an Earth Class now, after all, and a core member of the 

Hidden House Zhao. He was Qibing’s man too, too, so he wouldn’t give face to a competitor like qikun. 

“It’s true that I’ve never suffered a loss before, but in this trial, I’ve seen someone suffer a loss with my 

own eyes!” “Ancient sect,” qikun said faintly,”isn’t the everyday and every day sect strong?” Their 

disciples know a powerful art called the Wasp absorption Arts, which can suck the practitioner’s Qi dry 

and turn them back into a normal person, and Lin Yi fell for it …” 

“What? Lin Yi had already fallen for it? Did that mean that Lin Yi wasn’t a practitioner anymore? That’s 

not right, when Lin Yi fought the fake Lin Yi, he did have strength, didn’t he?” Qibing asked, confused. 

“That’s the main point I wanted to say! Lin Yi may have lost all his strength, but he recovered very 

quickly. Not only did he recover, he even broke through!” Qikun said faintly,”this test is actually a secret. 

But I’ll remind everyone that if you think you’re stronger than those ancient sect disciples, you can go 

after Lin Yi. Otherwise, don’t go and die!” 

“Is … Is this true?” Elder bi frowned as he looked at qikun-he knew that qikun wanted to be the Head of 

House Zhao, and so he didn’t really believe him. 

“Why would I lie about this? The Hidden House Yu and hidden house Pi were both there-boss bi could go 

ask them, aren’t we pretty close with the Hidden House Yu? We’ll know if this is true or not after we 

ask!” Qikun said faintly,”I’m also a part of house Zhao. You guys know what I’m thinking, but I can’t 

harm house Zhao and make them lose their strength for nothing!” 

Elder bi nodded with a dark face-indeed, qikun wouldn’t say things like this out loud. Even if it was a 

secret, with the relationship between house Yu and house Zhao, it wouldn’t be hard to find out the 

truth.”According to what you’re saying, Lin Yi’s strength probably hasn’t dropped, and he’s even 

recovered to his previous level? Late phase Mystic class?” 

“It’s hard to say, but that’s what I’m guessing. ” Qikun said. 

“Yes, this matter has happened in the past!” Zhao Qibing suddenly said,”before, Lin Yi fought with Ma 

Zhu. I heard that Lin Yi was also disabled and lost all his strength. Even his meridians were broken. So, 

Lin Yi’s enemies went up to kill him. In the end, not only was Lin Yi not disabled, but he even broke 

through. He beat up those people who came to find trouble. Qitan’s words do make some sense!” 



Qibing didn’t argue with qikun-he’d experienced it himself. He almost believed that Lin Yi had lost all his 

strength last time and went looking for trouble! But before he even went, Lin Yi came to kill him, so 

Qibing would rather believe it than not! 

“If that’s the case, I’ll give house Yu a call first. If it’s true, then we won’t be able to do anything!” “Qitan, 

why didn’t you tell me earlier?” elder bi said with a dark face. 

“After the test, the sect master specifically told us to keep it a secret-we can’t talk about it! If it wasn’t 

for the fact that I think you’re going to die for nothing, would I have taken the risk to say it?” Qikun said 

with a bitter face,”so, elder bi, it’s fine if you ask House Yu, but don’t ask anyone else. If word gets out 

and the sect master blames us, it’d be bad!” 

“I see!” Elder BI’s face softened quite a bit after hearing the explanation,”Young master, you’re the son-

in-law of house Yu, why don’t you give them a call and ask about this?” 

“Alright, I’ll go!” Guangyin nodded-since Qibing had returned to house Zhao, he was his son and a strong 

competitor. Naturally, guangyin would be very enthusiastic about this. 

The Hidden House Yu, on the other hand, was in chaos! The reason was that Yu Shan was back with 

good news and bad news! 

The good news was that Yu Bing passed the test and stayed in the Ice Palace, becoming an outer 

disciple! The bad news, on the other hand, was that Yu Shan was crippled, and it was because Yu Bing 

colluded with outsiders to cripple him! 

Feng nitian was from an ancient sect, and he was crippled by Lin Yi. The Ice Palace gave them face and 

sent a disciple to send him back, but Yu Shan didn’t have that kind of treatment. He was only sent to the 

nearest hospital and paid for his medical fees. 

It was almost a month later when Yu Shan was able to get out of bed and walk back to house Yu. 

Xiaochen’s face was dark as he sat in his seat, looking at his brother and Yu Shan’s unhappy faces! It was 

only one side of the story-now that Yu Bing was an outer disciple of the Ice Palace, who knew what the 

truth was? 

The outer sect disciples who had just entered didn’t have the right to contact their families-the Ice 

Palace would just send a letter to notify them! (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1639: lies 

Only during the second year would the outer sect disciples be allowed to return to the family to visit 

their relatives. During this period, they were not allowed to casually contact the family! 

Yu Bing only found out about this rule after entering the outer sect-he wanted to write a letter to his 

family about the Qi gathering pill, but that was impossible now. He didn’t know that Lin Yi and the Ice 

Palace had come to some sort of agreement, and that Lin Yi’s woman had become the next Palace 

Master-he still treated himself as a normal member, not daring to ask for anything too much! 

As for Xiaoxiao becoming the sect master’s sister, that was something only the inner sect knew. The 

outer sect disciples only knew that the sect master was taking her in on their master’s behalf, but they’d 

never seen her. 



Yu Shan, on the other hand, was once an outstanding disciple of the Hidden House Yu, but now he was 

disabled. One or two Meridian opening pills weren’t enough to fix this-all of his meridians were broken, 

and there was no way to fix it! 

The nerve opening pill’s effect was that it could be recovered if the area of the meridian was not big. If 

more than half of the body’s Meridian was damaged, the nerve opening pill would be useless, and only a 

higher grade pill could repair it. If 90% of the body’s Meridian was damaged, perhaps only the legendary 

Mystic first level pill could save it! 

However, if all his meridians were damaged, then … Only Lin Yi could fix it. 

“I’ve already reported this to the old master through Yu Yi. We’ll decide after he comes out!” Xiaochen 

said coldly. This matter involved his son and nephew, and his nephew was now a cripple. This wasn’t 

something he could handle, and no matter what he did, it would seem like he was biased. He might as 

well let elder Yu be the judge! 

“Alright, I’d like to see how you, the head of the family, will handle this matter!” The second brother 

raged. 

The elder of house Yu had been in seclusion on the mountain for many years, but this time, with such a 

big event happening to the house, he had no choice but to come down and into the meeting room! He 

looked at the crippled Yu Shan, his face emotionless, as if Yu Shan wasn’t his own grandson! 

“Father!” 

“Grandpa!” 

“Forefather!” 

Everyone in the meeting room stood up to greet the elder, but he only waved his hand, signaling for 

them to sit down. He looked at Yu Shan and asked,”Yu Shan, you’re saying that it was Yu Bing who 

colluded with outsiders to hurt you?” 

“Yes, Grandpa!” Yu Shan’s eyes were filled with rage. 

His heart felt unbalanced. Why, why! Why did Yu Bing get to become an outer disciple, but he couldn ‘t? 

He had such a strong backing, but he still couldn’t beat Yu Bing! He couldn’t accept this! 

And so, he decided to make up a lie before Yu Bing came back, making house Yu think that Yu Bing was 

the one who set him up. This way, the elder Yu would feel sorry for him and owe him something. He’d 

give him the medicine to heal his meridians and cultivate again! 

He still didn’t know that his injuries were basically impossible to recover from. He was still dreaming! 

The only reason why Yu Shan dared to lie like this was because he knew that Yu Bing hadn’t contacted 

his family for a long time, and the family had only received a letter from the Ice Palace. It was probably 

because Yu Bing couldn’t contact his family for the time being, so he lied. 

“Who did he collude with?” The old elder nodded. 

“Lin Yi!” “That Lin Yi, his alias is Ling Yi, his real name is Lin Yi. I’ve done my research, he’s a Mystic late 

phase …” Yu Shan said. 



“Lin Yi?” The elder of house Yu frowned upon hearing the name,”Oh, then who did you collude with? 

you didn’t beat them up?” 

“I’m in-“Yu Shan was about to say” qikun “and” nitian “when he realized something was wrong,””I didn 

‘t, I just formed a small team with a few people. It’s normal for teams to fight for loot, but Yu Bing 

incited Lin Yi to seriously injure me …” 

At this point, Yu Shan intentionally ignored Feng nitian. If he revealed Feng nitian’s background, then he 

wouldn’t have any advantage anymore. He was with an ancient noble House, and he still couldn’t beat 

Lin Yi and Yu Bing. That would be too embarrassing! 

“Oh, I see! Who are you on the team with? Who can testify for you?” The elder’s expression didn’t 

change at all, except for Lin Yi’s name,””Yu Bing’s cultivating in the Ice Palace right now, and can’t 

contact the family-I can’t just listen to one side of the story, can I?” 

“My injuries are the best proof, Grandpa!” “I’m on the same side as qikun from the Hidden House Zhao-

you can ask him if you don’t believe me!”Yu Shan said quickly. 

“You and qikun have never fought Lin Yi before? That Lin Yi is that strong?” The elder of house Yu 

frowned again. 

It wasn’t the first time he’d heard the name Lin Yi-he’d heard it a couple of times! The first time was 

because of ning, saying that she fell in love with a man called Lin Yi. Back then, the old ancestor of house 

Yu had paid attention to this Lin Yi! 

It didn’t matter who Lin Yi was, as long as he was the first person her granddaughter liked, the elder 

would naturally pay attention to him! But after he investigated Lin Yi’s strength, he told Yu Ning to give 

up on the idea! 

What a joke, an early phase golden class master wanting to marry the princess of house Yu, what a joke! 

But no matter what, the elder had some impression of this name, but this name had become a taboo in 

the Hidden House Yu, and no one was allowed to mention it! 

The second time he heard of Lin Yi’s name was because of the common house Yu. He heard that Lin Yi 

had killed a few people from the common house Yu, and had become a Mystic! 

Of course, the elder wasn’t surprised that Lin Yi had become a Mystic-a Mystic wasn’t even a threat to 

him. He was just surprised that Lin Yi was too bold to go against the common house Yu, and not only did 

he go against them, he even killed a few of their people! 

But even so, the elder didn’t have any intention of standing up for the common house Yu. If he did, it 

would be Yu Huoxing. He was a profit-oriented person, he couldn’t care less about these things. 

And now, hearing the name Lin Yi again, the elder was shocked. Mystic late phase? This speed of 

leveling up was fast enough! And this time, it was the first time that the old man had the thought of 

dealing with Lin Yi! (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1640: Zhao qikun’s words 



If what Yu Shan said was true, and he really was crippled by Lin Yi, then the Hidden House Yu had to take 

revenge! 

“That Lin Yi is very strong!” In order to highlight Lin Yi’s strength, Yu Shan didn’t hide anything from 

Zhang naipao. He told the elder about Lin Yi’s recovery and breakthrough. 

“That magical? You can recover your strength even if you’ve lost it?” This was the first time the elder 

started to pay attention to Lin Yi. It wasn’t because of the practitioner’s Arts-it was powerful, but he 

knew that no matter how strong the practitioner’s Arts were, they had to be compatible with the 

practitioner’s body. Without the body, you wouldn’t be able to learn it, and if you forced yourself to 

learn it, you’d go crazy and die! 

So he wasn’t interested in stealing other people’s Arts. House Yu still had a few powerful Arts, but they 

required special physiques. House Yu’s people didn’t fit the requirements and couldn’t practice them at 

all! 

What the elder cared about was the background behind Lin Yi! To be able to participate in the test 

meant that Lin Yi’s background wasn’t as simple as they thought-normal people, even normal noble 

houses, wouldn’t know about this test, but Lin Yi knew and went! “” 

This meant that either Lin Yi had a powerful force supporting him, or he had a powerful master behind 

him! Of course, both of these things made sense-Lin Yi had another ability that allowed him to recover 

his strength quickly, and this made people’s imagination run wild! 

What shocked the old man even more was that Lin Yi dared to go against the disciples of the everyday 

and every day sect, even crippling them! This Lin Yi was either too bold or he had the same level of 

power as the everyday and every day sect! 

“Yes! Otherwise, no matter how weak your grandson is, I wouldn’t have lost so miserably!” Yu Shan said, 

his face bitter. 

“Chen, investigate Lin Yi’s background! No matter what, you have to dig it out!” The old elder ordered. 

“Father, it’s not confirmed yet …” Xiaochen didn’t really want to investigate Lin Yi, but his father’s order 

meant that he believed Yu Shan’s words. 

“We can slowly verify the truth of the matter, and investigating Lin Yi doesn’t mean we have to go 

against him.” The elder said,”let’s leave it at that for now. The noble House Council is going to re-elect a 

new elder, and I’ll see if I can take over. Don’t look for me for small things!” 

“Yes!” Xiaochen’s face turned serious as he replied. He knew the importance of what the old man said-if 

the noble House Council really did choose a new elder, then many of the rules against the hidden houses 

would be broken, and it’d be much easier for the earth Class to do things outside! 

As they spoke, the door of the meeting room opened, and Yu Xiaochen’s hand, Yu liuzi, entered! 

“Master, the young master of the Hidden House Zhao is calling!” Yu Liu said as he walked. If it was a call 

from a normal person, he wouldn’t take it so seriously, but it was a call from the young master of house 

Zhao from the hidden world, so it was a different story. He had to send it over as soon as possible! 



Xiaochen looked at his father, and the old man nodded,”Take it, ask him what he wants, and ask him 

about what Yu Shan said!” 

“Yes!” Xiaochen quickly picked up, “I’m Yu Xiaochen, the Zhao family head’s brother-in-law, how have 

you been!” 

The two were relatives, and Xiaochen’s sister, Yu Xiaojin, was guangyin’s wife, so they were very close. 

“Head of House Yu, I’m actually calling to confirm something with you!” Zhao Guangyin didn’t waste any 

time and got straight to the point. 

“Oh? What was it? I also have something to ask you, so you can go first!” Xiaochen said. 

“It’s like this …” With that, guangyin told him how naipao had sucked Lin Yi’s strength dry, and how he’d 

regained it. “I’ll have to trouble the Head of House Yu, please help me ask your disciple Yu Shan, see if 

this is the case?” 

“Oh? There’s no need to ask that-I was just about to ask you about that …”Xiaochen realized that Yu 

Shan wasn’t lying-this Lin Yi was really something, but he still said,” I’m not lying. “I’d like to ask, our Yu 

Shan said that our Yu Bing colluded with Lin Yi and beat Yu Shan up?” 

“Oh? I’ve never heard of this before, is your Yu Shan alright? How is it?” Guangyin pretended to care, 

but he didn’t really care-he just wanted to confirm if Lin Yi was that strong or not. He didn’t care about 

anything else. “I’ll ask my qitan about this, or maybe he’ll tell you directly?” 

“Alright, that works too! Then let qitan talk to me!” “I’ll just ask him!”Xiaochen said. 

Qikun was Lin Yi’s follower now, so how could he cause trouble for Lin Yi with Xiaochen’s question? So, 

not only did he not help Yu Shan, but he did help Yu Bing with a whole bunch of things,”The Ice Palace 

test has its own rules-as long as you don’t kill anyone, it’s fine. It’s a rule set by the Ice Palace, so it’s 

normal to get injured in the test. If I get injured, I’ll just have to admit that I’m unlucky. That Lin Yi may 

be strong, but he didn’t break any rules, or the Ice Palace wouldn’t let him go!” 

Qikun’s words were very fair-he wasn’t especially biased towards Lin Yi or Yu Shan, but the more he was 

like this, the more Yu Xiaochen felt that he could be trusted. House Zhao also felt that qikun was a very 

smooth person! 

Now that they knew how strong Lin Yi was, if they still tried to convince house Yu to go after Lin Yi, 

they’d blame house Zhao for getting beaten up by Lin Yi. But now that qikun had spoken his mind, if 

house Yu still went after Lin Yi, then they wouldn’t be able to blame house Zhao! 

What they didn’t know was that Zhao qikun was considering that Lin Yi’s strength hadn’t recovered yet 

and didn’t want to cause trouble for him! 

But no matter what, Xiaochen had heard what he wanted to hear. As far as he was concerned, Lin Yi was 

just a small character-it didn’t matter if they did anything to him or not, the most important thing was 

Yu Bing’s innocence! (To be continued.) 

 


